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Long oo (oo, ui, ew, 
ue, u, ou, oe, u_e) 
Sound out these words. 
oo 

too moon mushroom
doom soon poodle

room choose toothbrush
zoom

ui 

fruit juicy 

juice suitcase

ew 

drew grew new

ue 

blue true

u 

July

ou 

soup you

oe 

shoe shoes

u_e 

flute rule
June tube

Other 

do through
into to

High-Frequency Words
Read-Spell-Write these words. 
Pay special attention to the 
letters in red.

everything someone
full two
one would
some
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Step into this new game called
ZOOM ROOM Adventure. 

Choose an outfit  for your zoom 
room adventure. Visit each room.

But get out as fast as you can. 
Good luck! You will need it . . . 

Dragon

Astronaut

ClownSkater

Superhero

Ballerina

322



Hop in and take a swim. But don’t 
get stuck or stay too long. 

Tap on the letters in your name. 
Then zoom, zoom, zoom out of 
the room.

ABC SOUP ROOMA B C  S O U P  R O O M
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It’s true. Everything in this room 
is blue. You can see a blue 
moon, a blue flute, and even a 
blue toothbrush. 

Find the blue shoes. Then zoom, 
zoom, zoom out of the room.

BLUE ROOMB L U E  R O O M
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SUITCASE ROOM
You are going on a big trip soon—in June 
or July. You can take only one suitcase. 

Grab the suitcase with a mushroom on it. 
Then zoom, zoom, zoom out of the room.

S U I T C A S E  R O O M
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Step into a room full of shoes. 
There is just one rule. 

Find two shoes that someone 
drew a poodle on. Then zoom, 
zoom, zoom out of the room.

SHOE ROOMS H O E  R O O M
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You need to make some juicy juice. 
Which tree grew the most apples?

Find the fruit tree with the most fruit. 
Then zoom, zoom, zoom out of 
the room.

FRUIT ROOMF R U I T  R O O M
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You could stop and stay. But you 
would get stuck. What should you do? 

Slip and slide through the longest 
tube. Then zoom, zoom, zoom out of 
the room.

ROOM OF DOOM R O O M  O F  D O O M
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You did it! You made it through 
each zoom room. 

Now choose a new outfit. 

Get ready for your next zoom 
room adventure!

Comprehension Checkpoint 
1   Find the word on pages 6 and 7 that names 

something you can play. 

2   What was on the suitcase? Find the answer 
and read it aloud. 

3   What does the word doom mean? How do 
you know? 

4   Why might you get stuck if you stay in 
the Room of Doom? What could keep 
you there? 

5   Which outfit did you choose for the zoom 
room adventure? Tell a partner why you 
choose this outfit.  

Write, Write, Write About It
Describe and draw your own zoom room. Use the 
words any of the Long oo words on the inside front 
cover of your book. 

Fun With Fluency
Read the story again. Make a list of all the words 
you can find with the Long oo sound. Read your list 
to a partner. 

Practice Makes… Brain Power! 
Reread the lists of oo words you already know (on 
the inside front cover) to give your brain a boost.

Comprehension Checkpoint 

Read
Together
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